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ABSTRACT

Reactor physics is a core component of all courses but in particular two

postgraduate courses taught at the Department in support of the Naval Nuclear

Propulsion Programme. All of the courses include the following elements:

lectures and problem solving exercises, laboratory work, experiments on the

JASON Zero Power Argonaut reactor, demonstration of PWR behaviour on a

digital computer simulator and project work. This paper will highlight the

emphasis on reactor physics in all elements of the education and training

programme.

Introduction

Training of personnel joining the Royal Navy's Nuclear Propulsion

Programme has been carried out at the Royal Naval College, Greenwich for over

thirty years. Approximately twenty courses are taught (including three

externally validated postgraduate courses), ranging from a one week refresher

course, to a one year postgraduate course in Nuclear Reactor Technology and

the award of a Master of Science degree (1). Reactor physics is a core

component of all courses taught within the Department of Nuclear Science and

Technology (DNST). In particular two of the three postgraduate courses

include the following elements: lectures and problem solving exercises

(workbook or computer assisted learning), laboratory work, experiments on the

JASON Zero Power Argonaut reactor (2,3), demonstration of the PWR behaviour

on a digital computer simulator (4,5) and project work.

DNST aims to both educate and train personnel. The accident at Three Mil*

Island showed how important it is to achieve the right balance between

education and training. If education is neglected, then problems of
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understanding plant conditions could arise when, due to plant failures, the

plant deviates from the normal mode of operation (6).

Lecture Material

All of the courses taught within DNST contain traditional lectures in

reactor physics. Lectures particularly, thought not exclusively, concentrate

on the physics of the Pressurised Water Reactor (PWR). Every course is given

a description of the neutron lifecycle and derivation of either three, four

of six factor formulae. Most of the lectures in the two post graduate

courses mentioned previously are based upon a description of the reactor

using diffusion theory. The theory is limited, in the main, to one or two

energy groups. Lecture material is consolidated by a structured series of

calculations based around a reflected, homogeneous, para1lelopiped core in a

reactor physics workbook. This simple approach is taken initially to enable

students to build up a mental picture of the reactor core, and gain

confidence in performing simple reactor calculations.

The reactor physics workbook takes the students through a series of

exercises to calculate reactor parameters and fluxes, with the reactor

reflected and unreflected, and compares the one and two group results.

Kinetic calculations are also undertaken, but these are limited to the one

energy group model with one group of delayed neutrons. All of these

calculations are presently undertaken by hand . The students who complete

the workbook gain confidence in their ability and consolidate their knowledge

of the derivation of various reactor parameters, and their approximate

magnitude. These numerical exercises have recently been incorporated into a

computer spreadsheet in order to reduce the time spent on repetitive

calculations.

Extension of diffusion theory to multi-groups is carried out in the

Department's MSc course a* a prelude to consideration of numeric methods of

solution and transport theory. The latter topic is covered in the physics

design assessment part of the course in which students are introduced to the

various mathematical approximations and the analytical solutions used in

transport calculations. Practising reactor physicists from Rolls Royce and

Associates Ltd visit to lecture on the practical application* of reactor

physics in design and support of the naval PWR. Finally, whol* cor*

calculations are covered at the end of this topic. It is these (MSc)
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students that carry out the more detailed computer modelling projects and

assignments.

Computer Assisted Learning

The use of computer assisted learning in education is now well established

and DNST make full use of this technique in the teaching of reactor physics.

Three distinct approaches are adopted, namely the spreadsheet models

previously described under lecture material, mathematical models and

simulations from the Engineering Science Programme Exchange (ESPE) and

computer modelling using industry standard codes from the Atomic Energy

Authority Winfrith (AEAW).

The ESPE programme is based at Queen Mary and Westerfield College,

University of London and provides computer assisted learning software in

engineering. The nuclear engineering packages in this programme are used

extensively in physics design assessment course offered to the MSc students.

The first seventy percent of the course is dedicated to lecture material and

the remaining thirty percent involves computer based practicals in which

students evaluate techniques such as,

a) Pin cell homogenisation using one group diffusion theory,

b) The determination of neutron distributions by the method of finite

differences,

c) Determination of flux distributions by discrete ordinates,

d) Collision probability using a one-group code.

In total 28 packages are available to the students. In order to

liscourage the students from using the packages as "black boxes" a

equirement is imposed that every student will give a short oral presentation

n the packages they have used during the last third of the course.

The most extensively used codes from the AEAW are the deterministic codes

WIHS and SNAP (7,8). These codes are used by students in their "short"

projects (four weeks) and their "design study" which will be described in the

projects section of this paper. The objective in using these codes is to

allow the students to develop the skills and rationale required to design and

or model real reactor cores. The short project usually focuses on modelling

the core in the DNST JASON reactor. However, the "design study" concentrates
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on the design of a power reactor core associated with the overall nuclear

engineering design objectives of the study.

Laboratory Work

The majority of reactor based experiments are in support of the teaching

of reactor physics. Experiments have been devised to illustrate the

behaviour of the reactor when sub-critical, critical and super-critical. An

Approach-to-Critical experiment is designed to illustrate tne effect of the

sub-critical multiplication factor and students construct reciprocal counts

against rod withdrawal plots in order to estimate the critical rod withdrawal

position. The ability to retract the Am/Be neutron source from the core

region allows students to observe the effect of the neutron source when the

reactor is source-assisted critical and source free critical. The concept of

reactor period is illustrated during super-critical operation and students

measure reactor periods during a control rod calibration experiment.

A 1/4 inch facility in the graphite wedge between fuel boxes is used in an

axial flux mapping experiment. A motor driven pulley is used to lower a BF

detector or fission chamber, either with or without a cadmium sleeve, down a

vertical tube between fuel boxes and the cosine flux profiles are plotted on

a chart recorder. Modifications of this experiment to allow for the

calculation of axial buckling are presently under investigation.

The JASON dump tank contains 20 kw electrical heaters which, together with

the 10 kW of nuclear heat generated in the core, can be used to change the

moderator temperature and allow students to determine the temperature

coefficient of reactivity of the reactor.

The last reactor based experiment to be described in this section is a

refuelling experiment which has been specifically designed for the Nuclear

Dockyard Officers Course (NDOC). The experiment has two distinct components,

one dealing with radiation protection and the other dealing with the core

physics.

With respect to the core physics component, a sub-critical core is

established in JASON and the reactor supervisor and reactor physicist will

estimate the reactivity of the core. The students will then measure a "base

count rate" from a BF. detector and plot the reciprocal count rate as a

function of fuel loading. New fuel is then loaded into the core and a count

rate is again measured. Students plot reciprocal counts and estimate th«
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minimum critical mass and maximum controllable mass for the system.

Throughout the experiment students are shown how manipulation of the sub-

critical multiplication factor can be applied to predicting various core

physics parameters.

Simulator Work

The initial training of operators, and their subsequent continuation

training, is carried out after courses at DNST on simulators that replicate

the manoeuvering room (reactor, electrical and propulsion control area) of a

submarine. These simulators use look up tables, and line fit extrapolations,

to display the correct indications on instrumentation to the operating team

in real time.

The training undertaken within DNST, however is of a more conceptual or

fundamental nature, and is designed to convey basic physics and plant

operating principles in a manner that does not overwhelm the student with

information. The simulator used makes no attempt to replicate the

environment of a manoeuvering room or the exact form of the instrumentation

used. All output is displayed on a 5 by 3 array of 71 cm monitors forming a

display array system, or telewall. The modelling is carried out on a Control

Data Cyber 930-31 digital computer (4)

Physical laws were chosen as the basis of the reactor modelling as this

allows the reactor simulator to be taken outside the normal operating region

to demonstrate various physical and failure processes. Traditional look-up

table driven simulations lack data for these regions. The reactor simulation

was written, and is being refined in house. The model uses a coupled point

kinetic/thermo-hydraulic set of equations. Equations used in the modelling

are covered in lectures, for example, reactor kinetics is modelled using a 4

node, 6 delayed neutron group model. A true simulation requires these

equations to be solved at least once a second so that the results can be

displayed in real time. In practice the equations must be solved more

rapidly to make the eye sense continuous motion. This is a problem when

solving differential equations with fast time constants. Mathematical

techniques, such as the prompt jump approximation, are introduced, with a

consequent loss of accuracy to keep the simulation manageable (5). It is

possible to extract any of the modelled parameters and display time
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variations in a manner not available on the real plant or full scale

manoeuvering simulators.

A typical use of the simulator is to take the "reactor" from fully shut

down to critical, sub power. The simulated behaviour of the naval PWR can be

compared with that of the JASON reactor. The "reactor plant" is then taken

to power and subject to power transients to demonstrate how the physics of

the reactor controls its operation. The age of the reactor may also be

varied in a session to demonstrate longer term effects on the plant eg. how

changes in the temperature coefficient of reactivity affects power and

temperature transients.

Project Work

As mentioned previously, the MSc students are required to complete both a

short project and a design study. Students registered on the other

postgraduate nuclear reactor course are only required to complete a short

project. With both courses the aim of the short project is to provide the

student with the opportunity to apply their academic knowledge, computational

and experimental skills in reactor physics to solving a reasonably

challenging problem. Recent projects offered in these courses have included,

a) Determination of Reactor Power in JASON by On-Line Measurement of N-

16 in the Primary Coolant,

b) Adjoint Tracking in LWRWIMS/SNAP Models of the JASON Core,

c) Modelling of JASON Transients using the Point Kinetic and Thermal-

hydraulic Code PARET (9).

The students are required to produce a written report and give an oral

presentation on their projects. These are assessed by both staff and an

external examiner.

The design study is conducted along the lines that each student works on a

specific design aim such that the combined efforts of all the students

results in a complete nuclear plant design. It is in the design study that

the students make full use of industry standard codes such as LWRWIMS. In

addition to the individual reports the students are required to produce a

joint project management report which is an integral part of the whole study.

A typical example of an MSc design study has been, "The Marinisation of a
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Space Reactor". The design study is considered important in providing the

students with the opportunity to work as part of an engineering team.

Assessment of the design study is as described for the short project.

Conclusions

The teaching of reactor physics within DNST, especially at the post

graduate level, is aimed at,

a) Providing a sound theoretical basis through lectures,

b) Consolidating and supplementing this knowledge with computational and

experimental exercises,

c) Honing modelling and numerical skills using computer-assisted learning

and

d) Training of plant operations within and outside normal operating

regimes using a digital computer simulator.

It is believed that this balance between education and training provide

the nuclear engineers and support personnel with the ability to support the

design, build and maintenance of the naval nuclear plant to the highest

standards of safety.
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